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1. We do not utilize mythos or ritual practices outside of the Aryan race. For 
to do so would be spiritual miscegenation. This will weaken the practitioners 
acausal connection, the same as race mixing would do to his osprings 
genetics.

2. When seeking esoteric or Satanic gnosis we must always consider the 
source. For unlike mundane knowledge, in Current 191 the truth can be 
diminished by a charlatans tongue.

3. The acausal permeates even the causal realms. Any phenomenon not 3. The acausal permeates even the causal realms. Any phenomenon not 
strictly material is an emanation of the acausal.

4. Symbology is an emanation of the acausal. Therefore to play games with 
the symbols of death and destruction is to invite the derision of the Dark 
Gods.

5. A rekantor on his profane oaths will come to ruin. He, as well as those 
who keep his company.

6. The Dark Gods are hostile and malevolent entities. The great powers they 6. The Dark Gods are hostile and malevolent entities. The great powers they 
bestow are not out of love or benevolence but are a credence for those in their 
employ.

7. Names oen change but the concepts they represent do not.

8. Woman is born inherently closer to evil than man. The sinister insight we 
suer to attain is oen second nature to a witch.

9. Aryan man benefits by practicing rituals to the Dark Gods. The Dark 9. Aryan man benefits by practicing rituals to the Dark Gods. The Dark 
Gods do not benefit from Aryan man's rituals.

10. It is far better to perform a heartfelt ritual in sincerity than to recite dead 
words at the proscribed time and place.

11. Human life is not precious. If it were, murder would not be so beautiful. 
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